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INTRODUCTION

Let f : {O, I}n + {O, 1} be a boolean function.
In this paper, we consider representations
off
by
multi–variate
real polynomials.
We say that a multivariate
real polynomial
p(zl,.
... *n) mpresenis a

polynomials
that represent symmetric boolean functions within an error 1/3. Let l?(~) = rnin{[2k–
n+
Ii : ~~ # j’k+l and O ~ k < n–l}
where fi is the

boolean

value of j

forall(ol,...,

that

on inputs

the minimum

ing polynomials
the techniques

off

with

exactly

i 1‘s. We prove

is ~(<-).

function

~ if ~(zl,...,

Zn) = P(z1,...,

c~)

Zn) C {O, I}n. Since x? = Xi for Xi E
{O, 1}, we restrict ourselves to multi-linear
polyno-

degree over all the approximat-

and tools from approximation

Engineering

92093
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Abstract
In this paper, we provide matching
factor)
upper and lower bounds

Symmetric

Functions

(Preliminary

Department

Approximate

We apply

mials.

theory

It turns out that there exists a unique

multi–

linear polynomial
that represents a given boolean
function.
The degree d(f)
of a boolean function
is defined to be the degree of the unique multilineal polynomial
that represents f. The degree of a
multi–linear
polynomial
is the number of variables

to derive this result.

appearing
coefficient.

in the largest

In this paper,
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monomial

we are interested

with
in

a

a non–zero

weaker notion

of representation
of boolean functions.
Following
Nisan and Szegedy [3], we say that a real polynomial
appmzimates
f, if, for every Z ~ {O, I}n, Ip(S) –
f (3)1 s 1/3.
As before, we restrict
ourselves to
multi–linear
polynomials.
Also the constant 1/3 is
arbitrary
and can be replaced by any constant c c
1/2 wityout
affecting the results. The approximate
degree d(f) off is defined to be the minimum,
over
all polynomials
p that approximate
f, of the degree

of p.

In the following,
we give an account of the techniques used in deriving this result. As in the case of

In [3], Nisan and Szegedy relate the approximate
degree of a boolean function to its decision tree com-

Nisan and Szegedy, an important
the symmetrization
variate polynomial

plexi~.
They show that ~(~) S d(~) S D(f)
<
1296d(~)8 where D(f) is the decision–tree
complexity

of ~.

In order

they show that
function
problem

to establish

this technique

these relationships,

the approximate

p(x)

degree of the OR

A boolean
f(zl,...,
on)

and provide
solution.

if
C

mation

{0, 1}” such that z~=l xj = i. In other words, the
value of a symmetric
boolean function only depends
on the number

of 1‘s in the input.

It is not too dif-

then I’(f)

and O~k~n–1}

is the majority
hand,

= n – 1

requiring

f. More specifically,
in this paper.
Theorem
ric

1 Let f

function.

~(~n(n

The

higher

theorem

polynomial
mum

be any non-constant
approximate

degree

tablish

symmetof f

by expanding

the

application

theory.
our lower bounds

of these so

from classical ap-

require

a non–trivial

polynomial

in the classical

case

of real functions
over a finite interval,
one could
use Bernstein–Markov
type point–wise
inequalities
that bound the magnitude
of the derivative
of a

degree to approximate

we prove the following

caae, the best ap-

is found

or Jackson theorems

best approximating

for the AND and the OR functions.
Smaller values
of I’(f) indicate that the jump occurs near the origin thereby

(over a

extension
of the classical results to the discrete
case. To derive lower bounds on the degree of the

on the par-

we have I’(f)

classical

real functions

In the classical
polynomial

of a straightforward

proximation
However,

or the parity

is 1 or O (depending

ity of n). On the other

is that

from

which are not smooth in the middle
are hard to approximate
by means

called direct

if f

observation

finite interval)
of an interval

result

For instance,

A crucial
theory

function in a Fourier fashion and truncating
to give
the desired degree. The error in the approximation
is bounded by the point–wise
continuity
properties
of the function.
Our upper bounds on the approximate degree of symmetric
boolean functions are the

r(f) =

function,

theory.

proximating

of a symmetric
boolean function
is determined
by
the location of the ‘jump’ as measured by the quantity I’(f) given by

–n+l]:~~#f’~+l

polynomial

lp(i) – fi I < 1/3

approximation

of polynomials.

ficult to see that the degree of any non-constant
symmetric
function
is ~ n/2.
On the other hand,
we show in this paper that the approximate
degree

min{12k

a single–variable

variate polynomial
p(~l + . . . + z. ) of degree d approximates
f within error 1/3.
In addition,
our result uses tools from approxi-

a com-

function
f is called symmetric
= ~~ E {0,1}
for all (zl, . . ..zn)

obtains

of degree at most d such that

for O < i ~ n. Conversely, if p(z) is such a singlevariable polynomial
of degree d, then the multi–

is Q(@).
In this paper, we consider the
of determination
of approximate
degree of

symmetric
boolean functions
piete (up to a constant factor)

aid in the proof is

technique [2, 3]: Given a multiof degree d that approximates
f,

in terms

in the interval.
that

of its

degree

Although

the best approximating

and its

supre-

we can easily
polynomial

esof

the boolean function
f has to have a high derivative at a point as determined
by I’(f),
Bernstein–

is

- r(f))).

Markov inequalities
are not readily applicable since
in our discrete case the value of the polynomial
is

If f is the AND or the OR function,
this theorem
implies that the approximate
degree is El(m)
as
shown in Nisan and Szegedy [3]. If f is the majority
or parity function,
then the approximate
degree is

We overcome

Q(n).

nomial

only bounded at the integer points and it can assume large values at other points in the interval.
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with

this problem
another

by multiplying

suitably

the poly-

chosen polynomial

so

that

the product

tive

and its value

polynomial

direct

still has a high deriva-

is small

at all points

tity

in the in-

to obtain

theorems

that

to the continuity

relate

the

quan-

and the differentiabil-

ityy properties
of f. In particular,
we want to characterize Ed(f)
bssed on the following
modulus of
continuity.
Let Am(z)
=
~~
-t ~.
We define
r(f ; Am) = Sup{lf(z)
– f(y)l
: Z,y E [–1, 1], lz–

terval except in a small neighbourhood
of the point
where the high derivative occurs. We can now apply
Bernstein–Markov
inequalities
lower bound on the degree.

or Jackson

Ed(f)

the desired

yl ~ Am(z)}.

2

UPPER

In this section

We will use the following
result from approximation theory. This result can be found in [1, 4] and
we will include the proof in the full paper.

BOUNDS
we present

for the symmetric

our upper

boolean

bound

functions

f.

result

The idea is

Theorem

2 Let f e C’[-l,

to consider a piece–wise linear function g on the interval [0, n] which coincides with the value ~i at the

Ed(f)

integer point i. We then use the upper bound results
from approximation
theory to find the best polyno-

1]. Then

= O(r(f;

&)).

We are now ready to prove our upper

mial approximation
p for g. Then the multi–variate
polynomial
p(zl + . . . + Zn) will be the desired ap-

Theorem
3 Let f be a non-constant
boolean function
on xl, . . . . Zn. Then

proximation.

imate

We will

first

in order to state the upper
proximation

need some terminology
bound

theorem

Proof:

or Chebyshev norm

wise
Ilfllc[-1,1]
For integers

= Ilfll
d ~

= SUP{ IJ-(X)I : ~ G [–1, l]}.
O, let

pd denote

the

polynomials

d + 1-

nomials

in pd in the uniform

norm.

~~(.f),g[_I,I] = ~d(.f) = inf{ll.f

we assume that

n is even.

linear

continuous

function

g E C[–1,

1] by

be a polynomial

g to

of min-

imal degree which approximates
g with error less
than 1/3. We then have that the multilineal
polynomial q(zl, . . ., z.) = p(~~=l
2z~/n – 1) mod (c: =
Zi) of the same degree as p(z) and approximates
f

conpoly-

within error 1/3.
Let d be the degree of p(a).
To determine
d,
we observe that the g’(z) = O for z c ((–I’(f)
+
1)/n, (1’(f) – 1)/n) and Ig’(z) I ~ n/2 for any other

Let
– ~]1 : p ● Pd}

denote the best uniform approximation
tion ~ G C[– 1, 1] by means of algebraic

proof,

for O ~ i ~ n – 1. Let p(z)

of degree d.

We are interested in approximating
arbitrary
tinuous functions from (7[-1, 1] with algebraic

In this

g(2i/n–
1) = f~ for O s i s n, and by requiring
be linear in each interval [(2i/n)1, (2(i+l)/n)–1]

dimensional
subspace (over reals) of C[- 1, 1] generatedbyl,
x,...,
Xd. The elements of pd are called
algebraic

is 0(~~)).

Since every symmetric
boolean
function
can be
obtained
as a projection
of a suitable
symmetric
boolean function on n+ 1 variables, our assumption
is without
loss of generality.
We define the piece–

Let C[– 1, 1] denote the space of all continuous
functions ~ over the interval [– 1, 1]. We endow this
the uniform

symmetric
the approx-

from ap-

theory.

space with

degree off

bounds.

–1 1 where g’(c) is defined. For l?(f) S 1 +
1 + l/d2, the modulus of continuity
~(g; Ad) is
::F
bounded by

of the funcpolynomials

of degree d.
The classical approximation
theory tells us that
such a best uniform
approximation
exists and is
unique [4, 5]. We are now interested in the so called

7(9;
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Ad

<

n&((r(f)

– 1)/n)/2

Note that the condition
r(~) s 1 + n/~~is satisfied for n z 2 and d ~ W.
Hence,
theorem 2, it follows that if c1 ~ c~~

Before we give the proof of the lower bound theorem, we state two sets of inequalities
from approximation theory: the first set deals with the growth of

from

(for a suitably chosen constant c > O), the error in
the approximation
will be less than 1/3.
4

a polynomial
given its values on a subset of the interval, and the second set deals with the bounds on
the derivatives of algebraic and trigonometric
polynomials.
found

3

LOWER

obtain

a single–variable

polynomial

dsuch

that

< 1/3 for i=

interval

of these classical

theorems

can be

BOUNDS
3.1

Let ~ be a non–constant
symmetric
boolean functiononzl,
. . ..zn.
Let ~i and I’(f)
be as defined
before.
Let q(zl, . . . . Zn ) be a multilineal
polynomial of degree d that approximates
~ within error
1/3. We apply the symmetrization
technique to q to

now obtain

Proofs

in [5, 4].

lpl(i)–~il

mial

p(x)

of degree d over the

[–1, 1] by setting

p(z)

= pl(nz/2

at the integer

polynomial

n. We

the polynomial

on

the

Chebyshev

Norm

The first inequality
bounds the magnitude
of the
polynomial
in a closed interval
[i, m] with integer
end points in terms of the values of the polyno-

pl (z) of degree
0,...,

Bounds

points

in [1, m].

of degree at most

lp(~)l < c for integers

Let p(~)

d < n. Assume

k = 1,...,1+

d.

Then,

be a
that
we

have

+ n/2).

Note

that –1/3 < p(2i/n
– 1) < 1 + 1/3 for i =
o, . . . . n. Our pla;is to prove a lower bound on the
degree of p which in turn gives a lower bound on the

As a corollary,

degree of the multilineal
polynomial
q(zl,..
., z~).
We obtain the lower bound on p by showing that
it has to have a high derivative
not too far from
the origin
tice that
1)/n,

as determined
Ip’(z)[
~ n/6

–(r(f)

We then
Bernstein

Corollary
1 Let p(z) be a polynomial
most d < n and Ip(i)l < c for integers
then

by the quantity
I’(f).
Nofor some z C [–(r(~)
+

– 1)/n] u [(r(f)

– 1)/n, (r(f)+

possible

all z in the closed interval

The next

inequality

bounds

the magnitude

of a

polynomial
outside an interval in terms of its norm
in the interval.
In fact, the inequality
shows that
Chebyshev

polynomials

are extremal

in this respect.

For k z O, The k–th
Chebyshev
Tk (z) is a degree k algebraic polynomial

plication of these inequalities
requires that the norm
of p in the interval
[– 1, 1] be small. But, our construction
only guarantees that lp(2i/n
– 1)\ < 4/3
, . . . . n and it is in general

c2d for

1)/n].

would like to use classical inequalities
of
and Markov that upper bound the deriva-

have a norm of 2d/d2 in the interval

Ip(z) I s

of degree at
i = O, ..., n,

[O, n].

tive of a polynomial
point–wise
to obtain our lower
bound on the degree of p. However, a successful ap-

fori=O

we have

Tk(z)

for p to

=

;[(z+@=i)&

+

(z –

polynomial
given by

/=)k].

[–1, 1] where d

is the degree of p.. We avoid this problem by multiplying the polynomial
with a suitable trigonometric

Observe that Tk (x) is an even polynomial
for even
k and an odd polynomial
for odd k. Also, we have

polynomial
to control the norm of the polynomial
and at the same time maintaining
the high deriva-

T~(l

tive as does the original polynomial.
We then apply
Bernstein–Markov
inequalities
to obtain the desired
lower bound.

Fact

+ p) < ef2SJk
2 Let p(x)

for p z O.

be a polynomial

of degree at most

d. Assume that 1P(z)! s c in the intervai
[–1, 1].
We then have Ip(z)j < clT~(c)l for all Iz[ >1.
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By scaling,

we have the following

3.3

corollary.

Lower

Bound

We are now ready
Corollary

2 Let p(x)

be a polynomial

of degree at

most d. Assume that [p(z)l
< c in the interval
[–a, a] for O < a ~ 1.
We then have Ip(x)l ~
clTd(l

+ *)

I for

all I*I > a.

Theorem

to prove

Proofi

Bounds

on

the

mial

Derivative

In the following,

we give the inequalities

stein and Markov

that

derivative

bound

of an algebraic

of the

or a trigonometric

poly-

nomial point–wise
in terms
such point–wise
inequalities
the tight lower bounds.
We
metric

will

first

1)–dimensional
I,cosx,

define

polynomials
sinz,

trigonometric

space

class

Qd

degree

spanned

. . .,cosdz,

as
by

sindz.

polynomial

val [–n, n] is defined

of its degree. In fact,
are essential to obtain

the
of

of Bern-

the magnitude

t(z)

of trigonothe

the

The

(2d

+

functions
norm

variable

p(z)

fit

~ l/3

nomial

Fact

of depoly-

of degree d.

3 [Bernstein]

polynomial
[-7r, ?r],

of degree d.

t(z)

be a trigonometric

We then

have, for

for ‘i=

We note that
by p

polyno1/3.

we obtain

such that

Using
a single

lp(2i/n

O,. ... n. Without

the following

1. We have 2k ~ I’(f)

– 1) –

loss of general-

conditions

are satisfied

x E

– 1 from

the definition

of

r(f).
p(2k/n) < 1/3 and P(z) 2 2/3.
mean

value

theorem,

it

IP’(z)I 2 n/6 for some x E [2k/n,
Let c1 be a constant
consider

Let

polynomial

error

ity, we assume that n is even and f.12 = O which
implies IP(O)I ~ 1/3. Let z = ZP = inf{lz~
: z E
[–1, 1] and p(z) 2 2/3}. With out loss of generality, assume that the infimum is obtained for positive
x. Let k = kP be such that 2k/n < .zP s 2(k + I)/n.

3. By
polynomial

f within

technique,

as

is an algebraic

approximates

the symmetrization

2.

Note that if p(x)

Zn ) be a multilineal

Let P’(zl,...,
that

– I’(f))).

of a

E Qd over the inter-

gree d, then p(cos 0) is an even trigonometric

theo-

symmetric
Theorem
4 Let f be a non-constant
booiean function
on xl, . . . . x~.
Then any multilineal polynomial
that approximates
f within error
1/3 has degree Q(<n(n

3.2

the lower bound

rem.

follows

that

z].

equal to, say, 1/100.

We will

two cases;

Case 1; z <1 – c1: By the corollary to fact 1, we
have Ip(z) I s 2d+1 for z G [–1,1].By applying the
fact 2, we have
1P(1 + P) I ~

Fact 4 [Bernstein–Markov]
Let p(z) be an algebraic polynomial
of degree d. We then have, for

‘2d+1e(2/~)d

(1)

for p >0. We consider the polynomial
g(z) = P(Z+
z). Since 2(k + 1)/n is at most 1, for z ~ [–1, 1],
we have

z E [–1,1],
l~(c)l

1(+/-+

$)P’(41

= 1P(z + z) I < 2d+1e’@d

from the inequality
1. We consider ~(z)=
Z2)~ where m = 6 rd/c~l. The idea is that

s 211PII.
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q(x)(l –
~(z) will

have smaller
origin.

values for z bounded

Indeed,

away from

for x E [–1, –cl]

the

We define
~(~)
=
~(8)h(0)
where
h(0)
=
[cos(rnl(@ – O,))] m’, ml
= [1/20.J
and rn2. =
c [d/rnll
where c is a sufficiently
Iarge integer constant. Notice that ~ is a trigonometric
polynomial
of degree at most (c + l)(d + 1). Furthermore,
we
have, for all O c [0, 20,],

U [cl, 1], we have

19(Z) I = 19(S)II(1 – ~z)ml < Iq(z)le-c:m
<1.
We also show that 4 has a high derivative
near
the origin.
In fact, [~(0)1 = lq(0)l = Ip(z)l ~ 2/3
and 19(2k/n–z)[
< lq(2k/n–z)l
= lp(2k/n)l
~ 1/3.
~From the definition
of k, we have [2k/n – ZI S 2/n.
Hence, we have @(z) ~ n/6 for some z E [–2/n,
We still
that

have to be concerned

the value Ij(z)l

Note that
l@/n

with

Ill((), - e)l

O].

the possibility

is high for some x E [–cl,

cl].

we have

lq(2’i/n – 2)1 = [p(2i/n)l

- 2)1<

< 4/3

where c’ = c/16.

for integers i such that (2i/n – Z) G [–cl, cl]. Therefore, even if ~ assumes high values at other points in
the interval [–cl, cl], we can conclude that, for some
z c

[–cl,

c1],

g’(x)

>

Bernstein–Markov

Ii(ol =
from

nl1911/8. Hence, by applying

inequality

for ~, we obtain

the degree of g is Q(n) = !2(<-)
I’(f) < cn for some c <1.

Idfz

equations

Furthermore,

since

l(cos?n,e)m’

~

e-m2m~82/4

<

e-cdO=Ll/29.j/4

<

e-cidt?2/0.

Hence, for 06

equations 2 and 3, it follows
~(o) S 1.

nomial
1 –cl

to obtain a trigonometric
q(0) of degree d. Let O, = Cos-l z.

< z <1,

trigonometric

0<6.<0.2.

is an even trigonometric
Moreover,

2k/n

polySince

in the interval

p(cos 0). Notice
polynomial

that

q(0)

for d G [–T + O., –O.] U [0,, m – 0,],
z c

[-z,

< z s 2(k + 1)/n.

nOZ11~1
1/18.
,.—...

By applying

the trigonometric

z].

cf’n sin 0= ~
some constant
proved. a

for p ~ O. From this we get that,

for O G [0, 26Z],

Ip(f+ez - q)l
< #!d 2edC7f~+e2@-.2q/@
—
~ e4dm.
follows

CJ=,0:22(1

–Z)2(1–

from

we

We know

that

14(f3~)l S

Bernstein’s

polynomial
c“n~=
c“

~
>

0.

inecmality

to

~, we get d ~ c“n;,

~

d’~-

Hence,

.-. . for
the

theorem

is

Acknowledgments:
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19(6. - 0)1 =

The last inequality

In addition,

Hence, for some O c [0,, ok], j’(0) 2 nO~/18. In
fact, we have that for some O G [OZ/2, ok], ~’(e) ~

of degree d.

19(01 5 2/3 since IP(z)I S 2/3 for
~From corollary to fact 2, we have

[Oz/2, 19Z]. Note that

~ 2/3.

1~(%)1 s lP(2k/~)1 s w“
@ the other had
we
have IOz – 19~I ~ 6/nO,.
(Note that (01 + 02)(L92 –
01)/3 ~ ICOS81 –COSOZI for O <01<
Oz < 1).

We define q(0) as the

polynomial

that

show that ~ is small somewhere in the vicinity
of
Note that k is such that
(?Z. Let Oi = COS- 1 (2i/n).

we can readily apply Bernstein–Markov
inequality
to reach the desired conclusion.
We use the following transformation

- (e. - e))l <1

we show that ~ has a high derivative

at some point

2; z >1 – c1: We assume z # 1. Otherwise,

[–62, oz/2],

2 and 3.

~(ez ) = p(cos 0, ) = p(z)
Case

I

(3)

- (% - q)lh(%

Similarly,
from
for O E [7–02,7],

that

=

(2)
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